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Hama EMW-500L mouse Left-hand RF Wireless Optical 1800 DPI

Brand : Hama Product code: 00182697

Product name : EMW-500L

Vertical, ergonomic EMW-500L" left-handed wireless mouse, 6 btns, black

Hama EMW-500L mouse Left-hand RF Wireless Optical 1800 DPI:

- The ergonomic design provides perfect assistance for the intensive, everyday movements of left-
handed people
- Vertically designed mouse prevents excessive strain and pain in the shoulder and wrist
- Dpi switch for adjusting the pointer speed
- High-resolution optical sensor ensures precise and smooth control of the mouse cursor
- Browser buttons provide quick access to the forward/back functions in the Web browser for easy
navigation
- Rubberized surface for improved grip and comfort
- Storable USB receiver can be transported inside the mouse to save space
- Separate on/off switch allows for energy-saving use of the mouse
Hama EMW-500L. Form factor: Left-hand, Vertical design. Movement detection technology: Optical,
Device interface: RF Wireless, Movement resolution: 1800 DPI, Buttons type: Pressed buttons, Buttons
quantity: 6, Scroll type: Wheel. Power source: Batteries. Product colour: Black

Mouse

Purpose * Office
Device interface * RF Wireless
Movement detection technology * Optical
Buttons type Pressed buttons
Scroll type * Wheel
Buttons quantity * 6
Movement resolution 1800 DPI
Number of movement resolution
modes 3

Number of scroll wheels 1
Frequency band 2.4 GHz

Design

Form factor * Left-hand
Ergonomic design
Vertical design

Design

Product colour * Black
Surface coloration Monochromatic

Power

Power source * Batteries
Battery type AA

Weight & dimensions

Width 86 mm
Depth 115 mm
Height 71 mm

Packaging content

Receiver included
Wireless receiver interface USB Type-A
Receiver type Nano receiver
Batteries included
User guide

Packaging data

Quantity * 1
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